Widow Maria Quintero stands by photo of David Quintero
Leader of the group, Elizabeth Mares stand at the David’s Hope Team Booth at the Relay For Life event in Bakersfield, California.
Left to right: Elizabeth Mares daughter, Vanessa, Margie Quintero, Rosa De La Rosa, Elizabeth Mares.
David’s Hope Team on their walk with the blue symbols to represent colon cancer.
David's Hope Team getting ready for their Relay For Life walk.
David’s Hope Team continuing their walk for the Relay For Life.
David’s Hope Team group raised $1,701.25 at their first event for the Relay For Life for 2010
Left to right: Elizabeth Mares, Anna Calvillo, widow Maria Quintero, Alma Athie, Margie Quintero
Kids selling raffle tickets to Dodgers game. Front; Jackie Rubio and Anita Rubio.
Standing with David Quintero photo left to right; Anna Calvillo, Elizabeth Mares, Margie Quintero, Alma Athie, Gabby Diaz
Elizabeth Mares stands by memorial for her three relatives who died from cancer; father David Quintero, uncle Ismael Quintero, Filimer Quirarte
More members from the David’s Hope Team on their walk.
Elizabeth Mares receives two prizes that she won from Lady Lumps booth.
Left to right; Joana Quintero and Elizabeth Mares